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Combining spatially resolved X-ray Laue diffraction with atomic-scale simulations, we observe how27

ion-irradiated tungsten undergoes a series of non-linear structural transformations with increasing28

irradiation exposure. Nanoscale defect-induced deformations accumulating above 0.02 displacements29

per atom (dpa) lead to highly fluctuating strains at ∼0.1 dpa, collapsing into a driven quasi-steady30

structural state above ∼1 dpa. The driven asymptotic state is characterized by finely dispersed31

vacancy defects coexisting with an extended dislocation network, and exhibits positive volumetric32

swelling due to the creation of new crystallographic planes through self-interstitial coalescence, but33

negative lattice strain.34

Effects of irradiation on materials and their implica-35

tions for structural integrity are major concerns for the36

design and operation of advanced nuclear power reactors37

[1, 2]. Direct mechanistic models can correlate the evo-38

lution of irradiation-induced residual stresses and strains39

with components’ lifetime [3, 4], however the dynamics of40

the damage microstructure are complex and non-linear,41

span multiple length and time scales, and vary with ex-42

posure and environmental conditions [5, 6]. It remains43

challenging to account for contributing factors at rele-44

vant length- and time-scales with a minimum-parameter45

model.46

Quantitative experimental observations of irradiation47

effects require samples formed under controlled condi-48

tions of exposure, temperature, and applied stress. Ion-49

irradiation offers a cost- and time- effective alterna-50

tive to neutron irradiation avoiding sample activation51

[7], and real-space observations of microstructure pro-52

duced by ion-irradiation have contributed extensively to53

the development of highly irradiation-resistant materi-54

als [1, 8, 9]. Experimental techniques sensitive to the55

few-micron-thick ion damaged layer include transmis-56
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sion electron microscopy (TEM) [10–17], X-ray diffrac-57

tion [18–20], positron annihilation spectroscopy [21, 22],58

micro-mechanical tests [5, 23–25] and laser-based tech-59

niques [26–30].60

Transferable interpretation of ion-irradiated materials61

data is an outstanding challenge. Quantitative models62

for irradiation effects are restricted to pure crystalline63

materials and very low exposure, 10−6 to 10−4 displace-64

ments per atom (dpa) [31, 32]. At high doses, consistent65

and unambiguous analysis proves difficult, and the inter-66

pretation of experiments relies on temperature-dose rate67

scaling [7], rate theory [33] or cluster dynamics [34, 35].68

These models use kinetic equations involving potentially69

a multitude of parameters, and do not treat the micro-70

scopic fluctuating stresses and strains that drive defect71

interactions at the nano-scale [36–38].72

The spatial variation of strains and stresses observed73

in irradiated materials [39, 40] can directly validate74

real-space simulations, since elasticity equations relate75

atomic-scale defects to macroscopic strains [4]. Here, we76

demonstrate this principle using an effectively parameter-77

free model to capture the physics of defect microstructure78

evolution without an over-reliance on thermal activation.79

The 3D depth-resolved lattice strain induced by the en-80

tire population of irradiation defects is probed with ∼81

10−4 strain sensitivity using synchrotron X-ray micro-82

beam Laue-diffraction, and interpreted quantitatively by83

direct atomic level simulations. The approach offers a84

unique advantage over TEM observations that only im-85

age defects larger than a critical size [10, 24, 41, 42].86

Tungsten, the front-runner candidate for armour com-87

ponents in ITER [43, 44], serves as the prototype mate-88

rial for this study. In service, tungsten is anticipated to89

encounter significant radiation exposure [45]. The dose-90

dependent irradiation-induced defect microstructure in91

tungsten, under realistic operating conditions, is key to92

determining component lifetime and power plant avail-93

ability. Currently, detailed qualitative information about94

microstructure is fragmented, particularly at ambient95

temperature for dense defect populations [5] where the96

mobility of defects is suppressed, resulting in exceedingly97

long relaxation times [46, 47]. Here, we show how the98

non-linear evolution of microstructure can be understood99

quantitatively by a systematic experimental and simula-100

tion study of ion-irradiated tungsten exposed to a wide101

range of doses at room temperature.102

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS103

Tungsten samples were irradiated with self-ions to104

damage levels from 0.001 to 10 dpa. Details of sample105

preparation, ion-implantation method and fluences used106

are provided in the Appendix. Target displacements and107

ion ranges, estimated using the SRIM code [48, 49], show108

a ∼2.5 µm thick implanted layer (Fig. 1(a)).109

Three 〈001〉 grains (∼300 µm size) were identified110

in each implanted sample using electron back-scattering111

diffraction (EBSD). In each grain, the strain in the112

〈001〉 direction was measured using depth-resolved Laue113

diffraction with ∼ 10−4 strain sensitivity [18, 20, 50].114

A polychromatic X-ray beam (7-30 keV) was focused115

to ∼300 nm FWHM using KB mirrors, and the sam-116

ple placed at the beam focus in 45◦ reflection geome-117

try. Diffraction patterns were recorded on an area detec-118

tor ∼500 mm above the sample. A resolution of ∼500119

nm along the incident beam direction was achieved us-120

ing the differential aperture X-ray microscopy (DAXM)121

technique [18, 51–53].122

A 3D reciprocal space map of each (00n) reflection123

was measured by monochromating the incident beam124

(∆E/E ∼ 10−4) and scanning the photon energy [18, 54].125

More information about the diffraction measurements is126

provided in the Appendix. Fig. 1(b) shows the diffracted127

intensity, integrated over the tangential reciprocal space128

directions, plotted as a function of the scattering vector129

magnitude |q| and depth in the sample. The broad peak130

between 0 and ∼2.5 µm corresponds to the implanted131

layer, whereas the sharp peak at �2.5 µm corresponds132

to undamaged material. The measured implanted layer133

thickness is in good agreement with the SRIM prediction.134

Using the Laue data, we determine the lattice strain135

component normal to the sample surface. The peak cen-136

tre qfit(d) is found as a function of depth using the centre137

of mass method. In the small strain approximation, the138

lattice strain is then εzz(d) = q0/qfit(d) − 1, where q0 is139

the peak position for the reflection in an unstrained crys-140

tal, found here for each measurement using the average141

peak position in the last 1.5 µm depth (e.g. d > 11µm142

in Fig. 1(b)).143

To plot strain as a function of dose, we average the144

depth-dependent strain over the 2.5 µm implanted layer145

(Fig. 1(c)). Strain in the 0.001 dpa sample is very small.146

At low fluence, between 0.01 and 0.032 dpa, lattice ex-147

pansion is observed. A transition occurs between 0.056148

and 0.32 dpa, where the implantation-induced strains149

nearly vanish. At higher fluence (> 1 dpa), we ob-150

serve an apparent lattice contraction, manifested as neg-151

ative lattice strain. This suggests a highly unusual dose-152

dependent change in the defect microstructure over the153

exposure interval spanned by the observations. We note154

that the dpa uncertainty associated with the choice of155

threshold displacement energy in SRIM calculations is156

small compared to the explored damage range (Fig. 1157

(c)).158

SIMULATIONS AND INTERPRETATION159

To interpret experimental observations at the fun-160

damental level of defect microstructure, we performed161

Frenkel Pair creation and relaxation simulations [21, 55,162
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FIG. 1. (a) Injected tungsten ion concentration and displace-
ment damage, calculated using SRIM, for the 1 dpa sam-
ple. The blue solid line shows nominal dpa predicted using
a threshold displacement energy of 68 eV. The shaded region
shows upper and lower dpa bounds, corresponding to thresh-
old displacement energies of 55 eV and 90 eV respectively.
(b) Diffracted X-ray intensity, integrated in the tangential re-
ciprocal space directions, for the (008) Bragg peak of the 1
dpa tungsten sample. Intensity is shown as a function of the
scattering vector magnitude |q| and sample depth. The super-
imposed red dotted line shows the fitted peak centres qfit(d).
(c) Depth-averaged strain measured in ion implantation ex-
periments. Horizontal error bars indicate the dpa uncertainty
associated with the variation of assumed threshold displace-
ment energies.

56] using the Creation Relaxation Algorithm (CRA) of163

Ref. [56]. Each step of the algorithm randomly selects164

a number of atoms and randomly displaces them to new165

positions within the simulation cell. The structure is re-166

laxed using LAMMPS [57] with an empirical potential for167

tungsten [58], with zero stress condition in the ẑ-direction168

(oriented with [001]) and zero strain in the x-y-plane, re-169

flecting the bulk constraint imposed by the substrate.170

This process is repeated many times and results in a171

microstructure that begins with isolated vacancy and in-172

tersitital defects and evolves, via interstitial dislocation173

loop nucleation and coalescence, to an extended dislo-174

cation network. The ratio of Frenkel pairs inserted to175

total atom content is the canonical dpa dose (cdpa) [56].176

Representative results in Fig. 2 show realizations of the177

microstructure at 0.05 cdpa and 0.3 cdpa. At 0.05 cdpa,178

the developing internal stress field has driven some of the179

interstitials to nucleate into dislocation loops, which by180

0.3 cdpa have coalesced to extended dislocation struc-181

tures, resulting in a microstructure that is insensitive to182

further Frenkel pair insertion [56]. Additional informa-183

tion about the atomistic simulations can be found in the184

Appendix.185

Frenkel pair insertion is a drastic simplification of the186

20 MeV self-ion cascades used in experiment [59, 60],187

but predicts microstructures qualitatively similar to over-188

lapping molecular dynamics cascade simulations [56, 61].189

It should be noted that there is no thermal activation190

in CRA simulations- all relaxation is stress driven- so191

CRA describes microstructures where long-range diffu-192

sion does not occur. For the present case of high pu-193

rity, low temperature tungsten, vacancy migration is in-194

active [62]. The strong asymmetry in athermal mobility195

between vacancies and interstitials is therefore a justi-196

fiable physical limit and central to the observed simu-197

lated structural evolution. However, for materials that198

contain defect structures (impurities, sessile dislocation199

structures, etc.) that hinder interstitial mobility [38, 63]200

and reduce this asymmetry, the situation is less clear201

but addressable using a combination of dedicated exper-202

iments and CRA simulations as done here.203

As in experiment, a measure of lattice strain can be204

obtained from a diffraction pattern, which for the case of205

simulation can be determined straightforwardly from the206

atomic positions of the microstructure produced by the207

Frenkel insertion method. Kinematic diffraction theory208

gives the diffraction spot intensity as being proportional209

to the square of the structure factor, I(q) ∝ |S(q)|2,210

where211

S(q) = 1/
√
N

∑
j

exp [i qzj ] . (1)212

Here, both q and zj are along the out-of-plane z-direction213

with the latter being the z-position of atom j. We use214

the simulated [002] spot to find qfit and hence the lattice215

strain as above. The resulting lattice strain is plotted in216

Fig. 3a) as a function of cdpa and demonstrates simi-217

lar behaviour to that seen in experiment, peaking at a218

cdpa of 0.05 after which it becomes negative at higher219
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FIG. 2. Representative Frenkel pair insertion simulations at
0.05 (top) and 0.3 (bottom) dpa using the CRA algorithm.
The box size is 20.2×20.2×63.2 nm3, and the unconstrained
cell dimension ẑ is horizontal. Vacancy (blue) and interstitial
(red) clusters with > 3 point defects are shown. Note the
apparent formation of vacancy loops. A superimposed dislo-
cation extraction algorithm (DXA) analysis [64] shows both
1/2〈111〉 (green) and 〈100〉 (pink) dislocation lines. In the
y = 0 plane, the strain tensor component εzz is shown, with
colour scale blue:white:red = -5%:0:+5% strain.

values of cdpa. Whilst there is remarkably good quanti-220

tative agreement as a function of dose, the scale of the221

simulated lattice strain is an order of magnitude larger222

than in experiments. This difference may be attributed223

to the absence of structural relaxation arising from ther-224

mal fluctuations [3].225

Fig. 3a) also plots the volumetric strain associated226

with the change in volume of the simulation cell, de-227

fined as εvol = L/L0 − 1. Here L is the evolving sim-228

ulation cell periodic length along the z-direction. The229

volumetric strain initially follows the lattice strain, indi-230

cating that it arises directly from a homogeneous lattice231

expansion, which in this case is due to the low dose mi-232

crostructural regime of lattice intersitial and vacancies.233

However at doses of approximately 0.05 cdpa, the volu-234

metric strain decouples from the lattice strain and con-235

tinues to increase with dose. In this regime, interstitials236

cluster to form dislocation loops that grow in size and237

eventually coalesce, resulting in the creation of new crys-238

tal planes along the z-direction seen in Fig. 3b). This239

process preserves the increase in volume due to intersti-240

tial defects, while converting metastable microstructure241

into near-perfect crystal. This observation agrees with242

reports in other materials of lattice plane creation as a243

volumetric swelling mechanism [65, 66]. The good agree-244

ment between these simulations and experiment allows us245

to conclude that the change in the sign of lattice strain246

observed in experiment should not be interpreted as a247

transition from irradiation induced swelling to irradia-248

tion induced contraction.249
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FIG. 3. (a) Lattice strain and volumetric strain (dashed) de-
rived from simulations. Shaded region denotes one standard
deviation. The experimental strain data is scaled by a factor
of 10 to compare trends as well as absolute values. Volumet-
ric strain due to the injected self-ions is small. (b) Number
of excess planes recorded in the simulation. (c) Defect dipole
tensor density (see text) computed from simulation cell stress.
Note the horizontal scale is the same for all three plots.

Such a decoupling between volumetric and lattice250

strains has been used to infer vacancy concentrations in251

metals [67], and has also been observed in simulations252

under bulk isotropic conditions [56]. The latter lead to a253

zero lattice strain at high doses, whereas in the present254

case symmetry breaking leads to an asymptotic energy255

minimum with net negative out-of-plane strain. The gen-256

eral high dose strain condition as a function of sample257

boundary conditions, elastic constants, and defect densi-258

ties needs further analysis.259

Using the elastic dipole tensor formalism to represent260

defects as sources of stress [68], and taking into account261

the zero x, y-strain condition imposed by the substrate262

and the traction-free condition at the surface, we find263

the non-vanishing components of lattice strain and stress264

in the irradiated layer εzz = (Πzz/2µ)(1−2ν)/(1−ν) and265

σxx = σyy = Πxx − νΠzz/(1− ν). Here Πij is the volume266

density of dipole tensors of defects Πij(r) =
∑

a p
(a)
ij δ(r−267

Ra), and µ and ν are the shear modulus and the Poisson268
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ratio of tungsten.269

Computing εzz and σxx from simulations, we find that270

the lattice strain sign change coincides with the obser-271

vation, in the simulated diffraction pattern, of the start272

of formation of additional atomic planes parallel to the273

surface, see Fig. 3b. These planes, formed by the coales-274

cence of interstitial dislocation loops, preserve the volu-275

metric strain in the material, but by converting intersti-276

tial defect content into crystal planes reduce the lattice277

strain of the irradiated layer. This is confirmed by all278

the components of the dipole density tensor becoming279

negative in the high dose limit.280

The simulated microstructure beyond 1 dpa is domi-281

nated by network dislocations, a small number of dislo-282

cation loops of both interstitial and vacancy type, and a283

large number of excess vacancies. The vacancy popula-284

tion, totalling 2.5 ± 0.1% lattice sites unoccupied, leads285

to the observed net negative lattice strain. The smaller286

magnitude lattice strain seen experimentally is likely due287

to thermally activated defect recombination, an aspect288

not captured by the present atomistic simulations.289

The anisotropy of the dipole tensor density, emerging290

as a function of dose, is the result of self-action of the uni-291

axial stress field developing in the irradiated layer on the292

population of defects at a dose above ∼ 0.1 dpa. The left293

panel of Fig. 4, a) b) and c) show how an isolated intersti-294

tial b = 1/2〈111〉 dislocation loop changes its habit plane295

in response to an applied uniaxial strain. The response296

stems from the minimisation of energy of interaction of297

each individual defect with strain E = −pzzεzz, where298

pzz is the zz component of the dipole tensor of a defect,299

for example a dislocation loop [69, 70]. The average ori-300

entation of the habit plane, n̂, of the interstitial loops301

and extended dislocation structures in our simulations is302

now measured and plotted via 〈n̂ · ẑ〉 as a function of303

cdpa in the right panel of Fig. 4. This is done through304

numerically determining the optimal habit plane orien-305

tation of the dislocation structures identified by planes306

of interstitials. The figure reveals that at low dose this307

favours the orientation of habit planes of interstitial loops308

whose normals point in the out-of-plane direction, favour-309

ing the coalescence of loops into new atomic planes. On310

the other hand, in the high dose limit, where εzz < 0, the311

habit plane normal vectors of interstitial loops reorient312

tending now to point more towards the in-plane direc-313

tion. As a result, no additional atomic crystal planes are314

formed beyond ∼ 0.6 dpa. It is noted that such habit315

plane reorientation is a low barrier-energy process that316

occurs even under zero-loading conditions due to thermal317

fluctuations [71, 72].318

The negative lattice strain developing in the high dose319

limit is therefore a non-linear self-consistent phenomenon320

resulting from the interaction of radiation defects with321

the anisotropic uniaxial stress state developing in the ir-322

radiated layer.323
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FIG. 4. Left: A 199-interstitial (4 nm diameter) glissile loop
with b = 1/2〈111〉 relaxed under a small uniaxial strain
(viewed along the strain axis) exhibits a spontaneous rota-
tion of the habit plane with no change in b. The effect is
more pronounced for larger loops as the dipole tensor of a
loop is proportional to the loop vector area

[69, 70]. In projection onto the Burgers vector direction, the
change of orientation of the loop is undetectable. This stems
from the conservation of the relaxation volume of the loop
(b ·A) [70], where A is the vector area of the loop. Right:
root-mean-square orientation of habit plane normal as a

function of dose. Shaded region is one standard deviation of
the population. Standard error is order symbol size.

CONCLUSIONS324

We find that upon ion irradiation of a tungsten surface325

layer, the measured out-of-plane lattice strain transitions326

from a positive to negative out-of-plane lattice strain.327

Through the use of the Creation Relaxation Algorithm328

atomistic simulation method, this behaviour is found to329

stem from the non-linear self-consistent interaction of ra-330

diation defect microstructure with its own stress field,331

due to constraint imposed by the un-implanted substrate332

material. The macroscopic volumetric strain, on the333

other hand, increases monotonically reflecting the well334

known phenomenon of irradiation induced swelling. The335

observed effect is likely to be a fundamental common fea-336

ture of ion irradiation experiments, offering a simple and337

direct way of assessing the effect of stress and strain fields338

on defects produced in materials by irradiation. The339

present results also highlight that high dose irradiation340

can induce significant internal elastic loading, leading to341

dimensional changes and radiation-induced creep, all of342

which can adversely affect material components during343

operation of advanced fission and fusion reactors.344
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APPENDIX369

DETAILS OF SAMPLE PREPARATION AND370

ION-IMPLANTATION371

Eleven samples (10 × 10 × 1 mm3) were cut from a372

polycrystalline tungsten sheet (procured from Plansee,373

nominal purity 99.99% by weight), fully recrystallised at374

1500 ◦C for 24 hours in 10−5 mbar vacuum. Samples375

were mechanically ground, polished with diamond paste376

and 0.1 µm colloidal silica, and electropolished in an elec-377

trolyte of 1% NaOH aqueous solution (8 V, 300 K) to378

obtain a mirror surface finish.379

Ten samples were implanted with 20 MeV tungsten380

ions at 300 K with a raster-scanned 5 mm diameter beam381

to obtain a spatially-uniform damage distribution. Irra-382

diations used 20 MeV 184W (+5 charge state) ions with383

a 5 MV tandem accelerator [73]. Raster scans were per-384

formed over a 15 × 15 mm2 area using a sweeping fre-385

quency of 5-10Hz in both directions. Beam current and386

dose were monitored using a beam profilometer (BPM)387

before the target chamber. BPM current measurements388

were calibrated using a Faraday cup in the target cham-389

ber. A collimator (12.5mm diameter) was placed in front390

of the Faraday cup to define the area of the Faraday391

cup. The beam current was adjusted as a function of392

dose. Damage levels from 0.001 dpa to 1 dpa were ex-393

posed using beam current of 25 - 40 nA/cm2, whilst the394

two highest doses were exposed using a beam current of395

about 90 nA/cm2.396

The ion doses required to reach a specific damage397

level were estimated using the SRIM code [48, 49] (quick398

Kinchin-Pease model calculation). In the literature sev-399

Nominal dose Incident fluence Damage rate
(dpa) (ions/cm2) (dpa/s)
0.001 2.42× 1011 1.2 - 2.0 ×10−4

0.01 2.55× 1012 1.2 - 2.0 ×10−4

0.018 4.61× 1012 1.2 - 2.0 ×10−4

0.032 8.2× 1012 1.2 - 2.0 ×10−4

0.056 1.42× 1013 1.2 - 2.0 ×10−4

0.1 2.54× 1013 1.2 - 2.0 ×10−4

0.32 8.11× 1013 1.2 - 2.0 ×10−4

1.0 2.53× 1014 1.2 - 2.0 ×10−4

3.2 8.10× 1014 4.4 ×10−4

10.0 2.53× 1015 4.4 ×10−4

TABLE I. Nominal damage level, corresponding 20 MeV
tungsten ion fluence and damage rate for the considered tung-
sten samples.

eral different threshold displacement energies are recom-400

mended. Here, the nominal dpa dose corresponds to 68401

eV threshold displacement energy (solid line in Fig. 1402

(a)). An upper bound on dpa (55 eV threshold displace-403

ment energy [38]) and a lower bound (90 eV threshold404

displacement energy are also shown in Fig. 1 (a). The405

90 eV threshold displacement energy is too high, how-406

ever since it has been extensively used to calculate dpa407

in tungsten in previous publications, it is included for408

completeness. The ion fluence and corresponding dam-409

age rate used for each damage level are shown in Table410

I.411

DETAILS OF LAUE DIFFRACTION412

Laue measurements were performed at beamline 34-413

ID-E, Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Lab-414

oratory, USA. The order of the (00n) reflection, n, was415

chosen such that the diffraction peak centre was in the416

photon energy range of 17-22 keV. For each reflection,417

an energy interval of ∼80 eV was scanned with 2 eV418

steps. At each energy DAXM was also performed to419

resolve the depth dependence of the scattered inten-420

sity. Diffraction data was post-processed using the Laue-421

Go software package (J.Z.Tischler: tischler@anl.gov) and422

mapped into a 4D space volume defined by the recipro-423

cal space coordinates qx, qy, qz, and the distance along424

incident beam dbeam.425

Fig. 5 shows the depth resolved plot of εzz(z) for pure426

tungsten and the 0.001 dpa self-ion implanted tungsten427

sample. It is seen that at 0.001 dpa, the implantation-428

induced strain is negligible.429

Fig. 6 shows εzz plotted as a function of depth in430

the sample for the self-ion implanted tungsten samples431

exposed to nine different damage levels ≥ 0.01dpa. The432

curves in Fig. 6 are the average of three measurements433

for each sample. We note that although εzz(z) at the434

surface should vanish in agreement with the traction free435
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FIG. 5. Depth-resolved plot of εzz(z) for pure tungsten and
0.001 dpa self-ion implanted tungsten sample.

boundary condition, this is not captured in Fig. 6 as our436

experiments integrate over a volume ∼ 500 nm cubed.437

Defects within this volume induce the strains still seen438

at depth marked 0 in Fig. 6.439

FIG. 6. Depth-resolved plot of εzz(z) for self-ion implanted
tungsten samples of different damage levels.

For ease of visualisation, the errorbars showing ±1440

standard deviation across the multiple measurements for441

each sample are shown in three different plots in Fig. 7,442

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.443

DETAILS OF ATOMISTIC SIMULATION444

The used Frenkel insertion method, begins with a per-445

fect BCC crystal. In the present work an insertion itera-446

tion involves randomly selecting N atoms and randomly447

displacing them to positions elsewhere within the sim-448

ulation cell. The atomic configuration is then relaxed449

to a new local potential energy minimum via the conju-450

FIG. 7. Errorbars show ±1 standard deviation of εzz(z) mea-
surements at each depth for self-ion implanted tungsten sam-
ples exposed to 0.01, 0.056 and 1 dpa.

FIG. 8. Errorbars show ±1 standard deviation of εzz(z) mea-
surements at each depth for self-ion implanted tungsten sam-
ples exposed to 0.018, 0.1 and 3.2 dpa.

FIG. 9. Errorbars show ±1 standard deviation of εzz(z) mea-
surements at each depth for self-ion implanted tungsten sam-
ples exposed to 0.032, 0.32 dpa.

gate gradient method. In the work of Ref. [56] N = 1,451
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whereas in the present work N = 1000 (corresponding452

to 0.000625 cdpa per relaxation step). Using this larger453

value is computationally more efficient and results in mi-454

crostructures whose characteristics are insensitive to the455

choice of N < 1000. For the present work, a simulation456

cell of 64×64×200 unit cells (1.6M atoms) was needed for457

convergence with respect to simulation cell size. Here the458

x− y plane is the in-plane of the thin-film geometry and459

the z plane is the out-of-plane direction. The conjugate460

gradient relaxation was performed under fixed in-plane461

zero strain and fixed out-of-plane zero stress conditions462

to correctly represent the thin-film boundary conditions.463

Introducing an explicit surface into simulations did not464

affect the main results of the work, indicating the ob-465

served strain phenomenon is due to a bulk anisotropy466

in the boundary conditions and not due to loop loss at467

a free surface. The presented results are obtained from468

four independent simulations.469

The tungsten embedded atom method potential used470

(Ref. [58]) was chosen because it is known to produce471

good relaxation volumes for irradiation defects [74] and472

therefore a correspondingly accurate far-field strain sig-473

nature.474

Since the number of lattice planes in a simulation can475

vary as a function of dose if interstitial loops present as476

new atomic planes, a robust method is needed to deter-477

mine their number. The present work uses the best fit478

number of lattice planes, nz, which is the value giving the479

maximum intensity in the simulated diffraction pattern480

given the known periodic cell length L, i.e.481

nz = argmax [I(q = 4πnz/L)] . (2)482
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